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QUESTION 1

Which two accurately describethe capabilities that a SatelliteServer provides in a solution? 

A. deliver of mobile content via satellite feeds 

B. ability to quickly and economically scale a solution 

C. provision of an additional layer of caching, supplementing the layer of caching inWebCenter Sites 

D. addition of another layer of security in the architecture 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 2

Which one of the following accurately describes WebCenter Sites? 

A. an Records Management solution with smart WYSIWYG authoring, a preview environment, and publication
workflows 

B. a Content Management System (CMS) that is complete with a delivery platfom, to manage multiple business sites 

C. a .NET development platform with a high performance caching architecture 

D. a commerce site management solution to deliver multichannel, multibrand, and multilingual websites 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

What are the basic required components to make the Contribution User Interface usable? 

A. users (including their ACLs and roles) and the data model 

B. users (including their ACLs and roles) and auxiliary user interfaces 

C. a data model, auxiliary user interfaces, and a JSP page template 

D. users, a data model, and a workflow 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

What would you needto set to participatein aworkflow that providesan email notificationfor users? 

A. user account 
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B. user profile 

C. be a part of the workflowuser role 

D. LDAP account 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E41948_01/fscm92pbh1/eng/fscm/fare/task_SettingUpWorkflow
NotificationforActionOwners-9f67e4.html 

 

QUESTION 5

You observe the followingerror in the applicationserver logs during installationof WebCenter Sites,when startingup the
application: A. by ensuring that the [webcenter_sites_ installation_directory] /bin directory is added to the application\\'s
classpath 

B. by ensuring that the [webcenter_sites_ installation_directory] /lib directory is added to the application\\'s classpath 

C. by ensuring that the [webcenter_sites_ installation_directory] /classes directory is added to the application\\'s
classpath 

D. by ensuring that the [webcenter_sites_ installation_directory] /shared/bin directory is added to the application\\'s
classpath 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

In a default installation,which three users existin the SystemUsers table? 

A. Fwadmin 

B. csuser 

C. ContentServer 

D. DefaultReader 

E. SatelliteServer 

Correct Answer: BCE 

 

QUESTION 7

Which statement is trueaboutapproval dependencies? 
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A. Asset dependencies are stored in the AssetRelationTree table. 

B. Asset dependencies and composition dependencies are calculated independently. 

C. Collection and recommendation assets have a dependent query asset. 

D. Basic assets have only one type asset dependency relationship. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

Identify two features that Global Site Foundation provides. 

A. Pagelet authentication 

B. Support for vanity URLs 

C. Detailed page fragment analytics 

D. Built-in 404 response for deleted assets 

Correct Answer: AD 

Reference: 

http://gst-foundation.org/downloads/GST%20Site%20Foundation%201.0.3.pdf 

 

QUESTION 9

Which three are necessary to make aWebCenter Sites deliveryenvironment highly available? 

A. running WebCenter Sites in a cluster 

B. a shared file system 

C. a load balancer 

D. a highly available asset model 

E. restriction to three levels of parent hierarchy in an asset model 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 10

The WebCenter Sites installation process reports that it has completed installation successfully.But a number of
database tables are missing. 

What could be the possible cause here? 
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A. WebCenter Sites is installed as a cluster member without being installed first as a single server. 

B. The database user is not given the "unlimited space" privilege, which prevents the creation of big system tables. 

C. An incorrect database driver is used, which prevents creation of tables with unsupported data types. 

D. The maximum capacity for the connection pool is configured incorrectly. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 11

Your client has an existingvideo streaming service thatis performing well. Videosare of high definitionand can measure
ingigabytes of data each.The Marketing team wantsthe ability to allow itseditors toembed videos in the middle of their
CKedit body attributes, with the stipulation that there is no need for any coding for the editors.Assume that the editors
alreadyknow how to use all the OOTB features of CKedit. Additionally, the Marketing team wants video links to appear
in lists with other heterogeneous assets throughout the website. 

Which solution will best meet these requirements? 

A. Create a basic asset that has several metadata attributes, one of which stores a reference to the video stream server
URL. Create a typed template that builds the JavaScript code to render the video "in situ." 

B. Train the editors to simply type the URL of the video server in their CKedit body attribute by using the source code
feature. 

C. Migrate the video blob data to the WebCenter Sites database as assets. Create a typed template that streams each
video asset via blob server tags "in situ" just like any other blob asset. 

D. Create a flex video asset definition that has a single attributes that stores the JavaScript to embed the video player.
Create a template that simply streams the JavaScript "in situ." 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 12

A customer has a requirement to contribute content to the management environment (Server M) and make this content
available to the live environment (Server P). The customer has decided to use the publishing functionality to accomplish
this requirement. 

Which statement best reflects the configuration that is required? 

A. Create a publish destination with the RealTime delivery type, configure a batch user on Server M, and configure a
RealTime user on the target Server P. 

B. Create a delivery type of Dynamic Publish, assign this delivery type to a publish destination on Server M, and create
a batch user for both Server M and Server P. 

C. Create a publish destination with the RealTime delivery type, create a batch user on Server M, and enter the
RealTime username and password in the publish destination entry form. The RealTime user must have appropriate
privileges for both the source Server M and the target Server P. 
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D. Create a publish destination with the RealTime delivery type, create a batch user with appropriate privileges for
Server M, and create a RealTime user with appropriate privileges for the target Server P. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 13

When creating a flex asset through WebCenter Sites UI, saving the asset takes a long time. After reviewing the logs,
you see: 

Given this situation what could be the possible reason for this? 

A. WebCenter Sites is waiting on a Satellite Server to flush cache that it cannot reach 

B. WebCenter Sites is taking time on the save action due to incorrect flex asset model 

C. WebCenter Sites is taking time because the flex parent contains too many children causing delay in saving the asset 

D. WebCenter Sites is waiting on the publishing queue to clear cache 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 14

Before an asset canbepublished, it must be approved. Which three arevalid ways to approveanasset? 

A. manually approving the asset with a SQL script 

B. using the "Approve Multiple Assets" option for the Publish destination 

C. manually approving by clicking the Approve icon on the asset toolbar 

D. when the asset is in workflow, where the final step is approval 

E. configuring the publish destination for Auto-Approve 

Correct Answer: BCE 
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QUESTION 15

In Community-Gadgets,if you have not set any valuesin the Authorized domain,which statement istrue? 

A. Community widgets or Gadgets cannot be deployed on any web pages in any domain. 

B. Community widgets or Gadgets can be deployed on any web pages in any domain. 

C. Community widgets or Gadgets can be deployed on any web pages in the same domain in which the Community-
Gadgets production application is running. 

D. Community widgets or Gadgets can be deployed only on web pages in the same domain in which the WebCenter
Sites production application is running. 

Correct Answer: B 
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